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Of the axioms for formal homology theory the homotopy axiom

generally seems to have the least elegant proof. An alternative easier

to prove would be the cone axiom: The cone over any space X has the

homology groups of its vertex. A little thought shows that for the

simplicial and singular theories, at least, the cone axiom implies the

homotopy axiom since one uses the former to apply either acyclic

carriers of the theory of acyclic models. So it is reasonable to expect

that the cone plus the remaining axioms imply the homotopy axiom.

This may be seen as follows.

For a proper triad (F; Xu X2) such that Y = X/UX2 [l, p. 34] the

Mayer-Vietoris sequence differs from that of (F; X2, X/). In par-

ticular if

A:H*iY)-+H*iXir\X2)

is the boundary operator of the M.-V. sequence of (F; X\, X2) then

—A is the boundary operator of the M.-V. sequence of (F; X2, X/).

Now suppose that

(F;Xi,Z2) = iSX;pX,qX),

where SX is XX [ —1, l] with iXJl} identified to a point p and
ZXJ-l| identified to a point q. Denote the elements of SX by

their representatives (x, t) in XX [ — 1, l]; identify xE-X" with (x, 0)

ESX; for z = (x, t) let — z denote (x, —t) and for a subset A of SX let

— A be the set of all — z for zE^4- Let

pX = - qX = {ix,l) ESX-.O ^ I ^ l}.

If

f:SX^SX

takes every z into — z, then/ is a map of proper triads

f:iSX;pX,qX)-+iSX;qX,pX)

and / is the identity map on X, so it induces the vertical homomor-

phisms of the diagram
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77*(SX)-> 77*(X)

H*(SX)-► 77* (X),

where 77* is used to denote augmented homology. By the exactness of

the M.-V. sequence and the cone axiom, A is an isomorphism so

/* = — 1. On the other hand considered as a map

/: (SX; TX, -TX) -» (SX; -TX, TX),

where

TX = {(x,t)ESX:-% = t ^ l},

f induces the vertical homomorphisms of the diagram

-u    _A      Ui
H*(SX)->H*(XX [-1,1]),

/' being the restriction of / to XX [-§, J]. Then /*' = 1. If we let

h,k:X^XX [-|,|]

be the maps h(x)=(x, %), k(x) = (x, —\), then h=f'k and /j* = fe*,
which is the homotopy axiom.

Actually that (SX; pX, qX) is a proper triad is a little stronger

than the usual Eilenberg-Steenrod excision axiom. If we replace pX

by T'X={(x, t)\-l^t^l} and qX by -T'X, the resulting triad
is always proper, and the previous proof still goes through if we also

replace / by the map g defined by letting g(x, 1) =(x, —1), g(x, J)

"=(*, —i), g(x, i) = (x, i) and g(x, 0) = (x, 0), g being linear in the

second variable between the given points and satisfying g(—z)

— —g(z) Ior all z in SX.
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